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The Peninsula Paris

KEY  FACTS

The latest and only European property in The Peninsula
Hotels collection, The Peninsula Paris is the renaissance of
a modern day palace

Housed in an exquisitely restored 19th century French
building in the heart of the elegant 16th arondissement, it
is just steps from the Arc de Triomphe and within walking
distance of the city’s most exclusive luxury shopping,
dining and cultural attractions

Steeped in history, it sets new standards in luxury design
and comfort, with spectacular skyline views. From the
building façade to the interior, elements painstakingly
introduced by local architects and artisan craftsmen,
include fine marble, rich wood panelling and gold leaf
finishing

Each room offers a taste of timeless and modern aesthetic,
combining distinct Parisian influences with Peninsula
signature functionality

Its collection of six eclectic restaurant and bar options
bring a new dimension of dining to the City of Light

The award-winning Spa, offering tailored treatments by
ESPA and Biologique Recherche, allows guests to refresh
and revitalise body and mind in sumptuous surrounds.

The Peninsula Paris joins a prestigious group of Parisian
hotels awarded the “Palace” distinction which it received
in 2016. Bestowed by the French Tourism Development
Agency, ATOUT France, the “Palace” status was created in
November 2010 to reward hotel excellence and to assist in
promoting the French way of life on the international stage

ACCOMMODATION

200 luxurious rooms, including 34 suites

Superior Room: 30 – 40 sq.m

Deluxe Room: 40 – 50 sq.m

Grand Premier Room: 50 – 60 sq.m

Superior Suite: 70 sq.m

Deluxe Suite: 85 sq.m

Grand Premier Suite: 100 sq.m

Garden Suite: 115 – 135 sq.m

Katara Suite: 185 sq.m

Historic Suite: 217 sq.m

Peninsula Suite: 318 sq.m

FACILITIES

Restaurant LiLi provides a stunning interior inspired by
the drama of Chinese and French opera. Its authentic

Cantonese cuisine, prepared by award-winning Hong Kong
chefs, has gleaned a firm following, whilst Chinese tea and
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a private Chefs’ Table are additional highlights  

With its elevated setting, L’Oiseau Blanc restaurant, bar
and terrace provides striking panoramic views of the
capital’s iconic monuments, including the Eiffel Tower.
Chef Sidney Redel serves traditional French dishes,
reinterpreted with contemporary flair with his
‘bistronomique’ menu  

The Lobby reflects the glory of the Belle Epoque era and
offers all-day International dining, including The Peninsula
Hotels’ famed Afternoon Tea with live jazz  

The Kléber Terrace, one of Paris’ largest covered terraces,
has direct access from Avenue Kléber and is café society at
its best. Featuring a futuristic glass and steel canopy and
serving international dishes, drinks and snacks throughout
the day, it is an ideal spot to while away an afternoon. Bar
Kléber offers an extensive collection of cocktails, fine
wines, Champagnes, spirits and international whiskies  

The Kléber Lounge is a discreet cigar lounge with an
intimate atmosphere. It has exclusive cigar storage
cabinets for regular guests  

The 1,800 sq.m Spa features a 20m indoor pool, two
Jacuzzis, eight private treatment booths including two
suites for couples, a relaxation room and two fitness rooms
equipped with state-of-the-art LifeFitness machines.  

Each changing room includes a sauna, Hammam, spa
shower, ice fountain and beauty and hairdressing areas.
ESPA offers over 85 products from six ranges, combining
the best essential oils, plant botanicals and marine
ingredients, and Biologique Recherche offers 35 years of
expertise in facial treatments

Events spaces include the large traditional Parisian salon
that connects to the majestic Pérouse Gallery for up to 100
people and three smaller rooms for intimate events, whilst
the Business Centre provides a stylish private meeting
space

DID  YOU KNOW?

The Peninsula Paris is located in a late 19th century Beaux
Arts Haussmanian building, which first opened in 1908 as
the Majestic Hotel, one of Paris’ most luxurious “grands
hotels”. Most recently it was the International Conference
Centre under the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs  

The four-year renovation included 40,000 pieces of gold
leaf, the removal, restoration and replacement of 1000
pieces of wood and‘fish scale’ slate roof tiles fashioned by
hand  

The “Dancing Leaves” installation inside the entrance
Lobby comprises 800 individual hand-blown crystal leaves
by Lasvit    

The aviation-themed interior of L’Oiseau Blanc restaurant
features an immaculate 75% size replica of the bi-plane
aces Charles Nungesser and François Coli attempted to
cross the Atlantic with in 1927 from Le Bourget  

The ornamental staircase was created by Schwartz &
Meurer, who constructed the Eiffel Tower, while the
L’Oiseau Blanc rooftop terraces were by Fonderie GHM,
responsible for Paris’ Art Nouveau-style Metro entrances  

The two paintings on the ceiling of The Kléber Lounge –
representing music and science and geography
respectively – took 10 months to be restored by Cinzia
Pasquali, who works at Versailles and the Louvre  

The Paris Peace Accords, which ended the Vietnam War,
were signed in the salon (now Bar Kléber) in 1973  

In 1928, George Gershwin wrote ‘An American in Paris’
while staying at The Peninsula Paris. In May 1922 five of
the greatest artists of the 20th century enjoyed dinner
together; these included writers James Joyce and Marcel
Proust, artist Pablo Picasso, choreographer Sergei
Diaghilev & composer Igor Stravinsky  

The customised car fleet includes a magnificent lovingly
restored 1934 Rolls-Royce Phantom II, a Rolls-Royce EWB
Phantom, two MINI Clubmans, 10 BMW 7 Series
limousines and a classic Citroën 2CV fourgonnette, plus an
underground car park  

The Peninsula Academy takes guests behind the scenes at
some of the French capital’s most intriguing cultural gems
and coveted landmarks  

PenCities by LUXE City Guides showcases the very best of
each Peninsula destination, with an exclusive and unique
online luxury lifestyle journal spanning all ten Peninsula
cities  

Established in 1866, The Hong Kong and Shanghai Hotels,
Limited is the parent company of The Peninsula Hotels,
which manages The Peninsula Paris  

The Peninsula Paris achieved five-star recognition from the
Forbes Travel Guide in 2016. The Peninsula Hotels are the
highest Forbes Travel Guide five-star rated hotel group in
the world
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Hotel Facade- Avenue Kléber The rooftop terrace

Exterior L'Oiseau Blanc rooftop restaurant
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Entrance, with 'Falling Leaves' sculplture LiLi, Cantonese fine dining restaurant

The Katara Suite The Lobby restaurant

The Peninsula Suite - Living Room Garden Suite
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